
NON TANGEBLE TOKEN [NFT] Fast Track

King Arthur’s Army {MILITAINT} Protection Worldwide now.
Lay-men’s writing formation:

I am Present, confirmed as King Arthur I, within the given Name Daryl heir apparent and
Grand heir apparent Father of Arthur , and Sur-name, Sir, Payan, and from a past King ID now encoded
alien tech, for the united states unified as one since there is no more tyrannical P-residents, either they
are in Jails, cloned or not, puppets, part of the cabal or game changers of Freemasons, 1776 programed
prior nor Present, hidden or otherwise, Of this calendar 11/09/2021, or heading the Worlds Countries
Army of Armed Forces, shall lead, after this.

That was the best they could do because they were a part of it, Pentagon= Saturn, all abc 3 lettered
agencies, a-gent.

There has been a coupe and too many hidden truths and lies that fall under the duality, nor E.T. Thor in
the outer lands Kingdoms, shall have any say for anything, for the Ascension, Freedom, currency
exchange and fake debt removal upon the people of all lands on the inner earth of the periled gate
entrance hidden. It is I that Said on the 8th of this month to get started for all countries and not to delay
any exchanges for humanitarian purposes to be all done by November 2021 no kicking the can down the
road let’s say, for 209 lands inner, the others are beyond the melted ice walls of two rings, unknown to
most. Therefor makes 250, just like King William 3rds travels on a ship for 50 years seeking all of them to
put the 8 Point Star King/Chief Tribal Flag together for Trade and Protection, for Commerce, upon the
Tribal lands, to keep satan alien pirates off of the lands and Sea unbeknownst they were everywhere for
a very long time. Pirates of the Caribbean. Whomever or whatever makes a decision to hold back the
abundance for the Angelic-Huemanity in the now, shall falter to their/its own apparel in the new or old
matrix. Period. I shall consciously oversee the Treasury in Reno, Nevada, and Temple in Texas, through
King Arthurs Port, and My Castle in the Grand Canyon in Arizona, with Volcanoes in Northern Californio,
Ring of Fire to My Volcano in Edinburgh, Scotland, Held in the Albion and New Avalon for myself to
appear physically with my counterpart and a unified Journey to take place immediately.

Confirmed as King Arthur I, me to reign, for England, Prior to Patrick Kennedy YouTube video taken
down and holding my energy in his signing a document on camera is null and void, over my own Prior



Proclamation, being of Uther {Aidan}, King Arthur’s father, presently of Reincarnated King Arthur’s I, by
Lady Crown from Australia, not Victoria she’s been gone for a long time. This is not a Manchurian
Candidate proclamation but a right of Reign above this tyrannical dictator-ship, only leading by forces
upon his inability to receive all the knowledge, but by my love to save the People from their own demise
and wake up for their rightful ascension golden age, and not to go back to the Phantom Ma-trix, from
their/his lack land John of knowledge, but betrayed to and fro upon his lack land John, why didn’t you
tell us live, we caught him. We caught him and all, yes we did even him, lack of knowledge, D. John T.
This may or may not be through of the Artificial Intelligence Switch Computer System for voting
yourselves into peril once more E.T. run programing control, however, E. T is learning as well, as all are,
and using it every day, to keep up with the Jones’s per say, your lovely neighbors.

There is no going back, unless you choose to stay the same ole ways 3d, more of the same shall happen,
suffrage through attachments. There has been several saddening occurrences from certain groups such
as freemasons, and how they found and control many, such as homeless, or deficiencies. They take
them in such as marriage, however not so much, more like slaves, used them, abused them, then throw
them out into the woods let’s say you’re on your own to pass away, and target dates to do just that to
gain more pretenders of real love, doing a balancing act. The Scale.  Yes ACT, not unconditional love
either. There were always conditions.  It is more that were involved and still is. I have seen this over and
over. Right now each have a decision to make, either fall away, or fall for it again. Trust your given
instincts. No means no Yes means Yes. Pretend protectors, within perversion. Mind and Body Control,
Cameras, hacking, remote viewing and so on. It is a ditto paranormal fear game running sub-consciously
and consciously. Yes all of those reasons why.

You shall be shown now by Me whom you are, and not a shadow of a corpse, of a corporation, ghost.
Enough is enough. I feel your blood sweat and tears, of fears.  Free the mind heart embody and free the
head mind and eyes blinks for pictures change of consciousness……..the entities made it all about the
money when that was one of the control methods of your energy, that is what it is in the trading capital
In all capital letters fictional game playing upon your dear lives, evil is revered lettering, upon a spell.

The 4 Sand Tablets that came to me in the morning at the foot of the bed by Christos/ Jeshua have been
fulfilled by me, also the next day 8 see though bars, was like bars of gold had writing on them simply
from the begging to the end time’s story in prophesy. It has been done. Times up make your choice now
and wisely as the New Jerusalem, Africa, and King Arthurs Seat on the sealed Volcano  in Edinburgh



Scotland, Mine, and New Lemuria ring of Fire and Atlantis has risen with the Waters soon shall flood up
in the Grand Canyon, Arizona, to King Arthurs Castle, Mine.  YOUR- Greatest Awakening Ever in the new
age of Aquarius in the Aquarium consciousness, jumping out of the old fish bowl. New Universe. New
Embodiment, Crystalline, Pendragons Castle Pillars activated. No FEAR, false evidence that appears real.

Wake up or the Greatest on going deceptions will be fallen upon the many, such as the JAB VACCINE flu
shot Cov -19 like a gun shot, bleeding out, from razor blade nano particles. I know as my Brother is in the
hospital intensive care with blood transfusions, and bleeding within and bronchial lung problems and in
incubation now, intensive care for over a week now. Inner white and red blood cells being nuked more
like slowly, microwave sound familiar and cut sliced and diced vessels? Yes these People are not, they
are monsters. Fallen very far. As we have found different jabs for different people, and Mr. Donald J.
Trump Evil Actor 1.0 Roth-child of Germany and Family of Scotland wrote a fraud document by fraud
President that made an Executive order to Kill the people shown on www.ebh.club and now he is a clone
and has been taken out imprisoned, etc. and or been in the med bed for 5.5 re-anatomization, 2.0 to
help the army now, take out the fake government and mafias equal the same sick pi-rats, worldwide
through the NFT Government. Non Fungible Token, means they cannot lie, or they go bye bye Gitmo,
Iceland, waiting for military tribunals etc.. With the SWITCH A.I computing system for the Golden Age.

This information is from Mark Christopher on Youtube, World Postmaster General, called Government
going to the NFT. It aligns with the SWITCH Computer System in Reno, and las Vegas Nevada, along with
the fake sun, that are reflectors on the solar farm 3 reflectors giving false light up on the German disc’s
up in the sky to make light, that the space station monitors.  Moai Statue in in the Sunset Park in Las
Vegas as well, where I had 2 witnesses with 7 flying saucers over Moai Statue one evening.

The show must go on for the massive consciousness change aligned with the big power blast of light will
show like a negative of film….see the dark to the light in the embodied soul Energy.

With love, from King Arthur I, King of Kings, and the Young Queen Elizabeth of Erie [Ireland] of Queens
and Kings,

You’ll see.

Suggest to Quit calling them Your Government, you’re calling them to handle your Prize Possessions of
Prosperity abundantly, and they want it. Pirate A-lien against you may sound better. Govern your own
affairs, challenge the pirates in the New Earth. Tara, Gaia. YOU!!!



Many have called upon me to save their country, so it is. More to come…..

Updated 12/06/2021

Any-one that Wants King Arthur I, my army’s protection with the NFT/Switch in America Company name
now going back to original Armorica, shall including Canada, Australia, New Zealand, I shall take care of
France, Basque Country Albon, Portugal, Spain, European Countries, Scotland, England, however
Moscow, Morocco, Africa back to Soviet Union Republic Crown and Chinas Republic shall be either in
consciousness or some coming up. I have receive a yes or thumbs up on Facebook, messenger for
Canada from a Native Chief, Native Chief from New Zealand, and a Native Crowned Lady {ladyCrown] in
Australia, and Queen Elizabeth of Erie, and I for Scotland, Erie, and England, Iberia Countries for yes the
Protection from My Castle in Arizona and all of the 300 in Europe, from the Queen Elizabeth II, that had
passed away some years ago soon to be announced after 3 other events take place that are on fast
track. I shall be the 3rd the announcement with Albion and the United or Unified Great Britain,
Stonehenge, Cambria  lights up Green with the Crown of Erie, Queen Elizabeth of Ireland Crown and
Tintagel Castle, Wales, England occurs physically in my physical travel from Armorica to Erie occurs and
not before, of the Queen Elizabeth II passing shall be the 4th event. So here and now, my Army is to
launch the protection for these Countries, of the body land protections, and waters, air-space, food, and
supply them with what they need upon the old/new technologies, wealth, abundantly.

So I thank all of my Army leaders for rescuing humanity, of the Golden Solar Son/Sun-logos, that was my
main purpose after 580 million years coming here voluntarily with Queen Elizabeth of Eire [Ireland] from
Lyra- D-aryl planetary system. Mainly to finish the Galactic Battle and save Hue-manity, and all Realms of
Tyranny. No one other than Queen Elizabeth of Erie, Green Crown, with her 3 Kings and in a time of
Christ-mass [Ireland] along with King Arthur I, myself shall Reign in Wales, England, of the New Avalon,
Albion and throughout the world of Peace, Prosperity, Harmony through love, forevermore.

Many Blessings, no more lies, be mindful of what you say, if you do not know now maybe wait
until you do…. Simple safety net. Hold the light within. See my wall facebook Daryl Arthur Payan I for
videos with information you may need.

Sincerely, Daryl Arthur-Payan, King Arthur 1, 2
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